Managing a complication after direct stenting: removal of a maldeployed stent with rotational atherectomy
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CASE REPORT

A 40 year old patient presented with acute anterior wall infarction. A non-calcified lesion was stented directly without significant expansion of the stent. Rotational atherectomy successfully removed parts of the maldeployed stent and resistant arterial wall substance allowing full dilatation of the lesion.

Direct coronary stent implantation, defined as stenting without prior balloon dilatation, is an elegant technique for coronary artery revascularisation with many advantages. One of the major periprocedural complications of direct stenting is the lack of full deployment of the stent, meaning that the residual stenosis after stent implantation is more then 30%. Complex (B2, C) calcified lesions in small vessels limit use of this technique. Here, we report a case of an underdeployed stent and how we managed this complication in a man with acute anterior wall myocardial infarction.

CASE REPORT

A 40 year old patient was admitted to our coronary care unit because of acute coronary syndrome with ST segment elevation in the precordial leads (V1–V4). The patient presented no sign of heart failure (Killip class I). He had suffered a myocardial infarction a few years previously, but he had not undergone coronary angiography or coronary revascularisation thereafter. He had multiple risk factors for cardiovascular disease: a long history of smoking, hypertension, hypercholesterolaemia, and a positive family history for coronary artery disease.

He was immediately transferred to the catheterisation laboratory. Coronary angiography showed an ulcerated plaque in the beginning of the mid segment of the left anterior descending artery (LAD), with additional lesions further down this vessel (fig 1). No calcium deposits were noticed on fluoroscopy. Therefore, direct stent implantation was planned for all of the three significant stenoses. Firstly, a cobalt-chromium stent (3.5 × 12 mm) was implanted in the most proximal lesion without any problems.

A cobalt-chromium stent (3.0 × 18 mm) was then advanced into the mid lesion. Unfortunately, the lesion and the stent resisted significant dilatation. Subsequent dilatations with various semicompliant and high pressure balloons up to 30 atm of pressure could not expand the stent further (fig 2).

Therefore, we decided on rotablating the lesion and with it the underdeployed stent. A 1.25 mm and 1.75 mm burr (Rotablator, Boston Scientific) was very slowly advanced through the lesion (fig 3).

After rotablation the lesion was dilated with a conventional balloon at 14 atm of pressure. Because tissue had prolapsed into the lumen of the LAD (fig 4) a new cobalt-chromium stent (3.0 × 8 mm) was inserted into the rotablated area. Figure 5 shows the final angiogram of the patient’s LAD.

DISCUSSION

The development of third generation stents with a very low profile, great flexibility, and high tightness on a high pressure balloon has made direct stenting possible. Direct stenting is the implantation of stents in coronary lesions without predilatation in a high percentage of interventional cases. Initial registries have indicated a high success rate in combination with a low complication rate. From animal restenosis models, direct stenting without the need for predilatation appears to reduce vessel trauma, in particular as a result of less endothelial denudation, resulting in less
neointimal hyperplasia subsequently. However, whether this potential benefit applies also to human atherosclerotic vessels has not been proved.

Although some studies have indicated a significant reduction of restenosis after direct stenting, most angiographic studies have shown equivalency to stenting after predilatation. With respect to reduction of material costs, lower radiation exposure, and a decreased need for radiographic contrast, direct stenting appears favourable relative to conventional stenting.

Although direct stenting is a very elegant procedure with the advantages mentioned above, underdeployment of the stent is an inherent risk. Most randomised multicentre prospective studies have defined strict criteria for this procedure. Eligible cases include single lesion percutaneous coronary intervention in a suitable vessel (no major calcification, no angulation proximal to the lesion, vessel size > 2.5 mm or even 3.0 mm, and lesion length no more than 25 mm). Totally occluded vessels were excluded. Univariate analysis by Chevalier et al identified the following predictors of failure of direct stenting: low minimum lumen diameter before percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty, circumflex location, distal location, use of a GFX stent (Arterial Vascular Engineering, Santa Rosa, California, USA), a calcified vessel, and age > 70 years.

In this case no calcifications of the coronary arteries in this 40 year old patient were noticeable on fluoroscopy and we have had no contraindication to direct stenting. Nevertheless, the stent could be expanded only minimally. A largely underexpanded bare metal stent is very often prone to occlusion by thrombosis or, later, to the formation of neointima. Therefore, a very reasonable way to treat this complication would have been aortocoronary bypass surgery. However, aortocoronary bypass surgery did not seem to be a rational choice of urgent treatment for this patient because bypass surgery in the setting of an acute myocardial infarction is associated with a substantial increase in periprocedural mortality.

To our knowledge, there are no data about how to remove poorly expanded stents. Taking into account the risk of an emergency surgical revascularisation of the vessel, rotational atherectomy seemed to be the choice with a high probability of success because the device is very flexible and does not require the advancement of a housing or other non-ablating device parts into a very narrow and resistant lesion.

Conclusions

Direct coronary stenting is a material and cost saving procedure for the treatment of coronary artery disease. Since the prognosis of largely underexpanded stents is poor and the treatment of such stent situations is costly, coronary lesions for direct stenting should be carefully selected.
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